TIPS

In general:
- The style is the man himself – do not degrade yourself by vulgar or rough speech.
- Use complicated passwords and change them frequently.
- You should rather delete the suspicious messages or opinions instead of opening them.
- Think before you click.

Social networking site:
- Get to know and use security settings!
- Think before posting information online.
- Your online reputation is valuable, do not destroy it heedlessly.
- The truly personal information should be confidential.
- A smaller and more reliable circle of friends the better.
- The direct path is always shorter: you should be honest to your friends, discuss the grievances; it might only be a stupid misunderstanding between yourselves!
- If somebody threatens or insults you on the net, report it instantly to the administrator, print out or save the evidences and erase the perpetrator from among your acquaintances.

Mobile web devices:
- Be aware that on the net you are never alone!
- Beware of thieves; if someone were to steal your device also your personal data stored therein may get to unauthorised persons!
- Even on the phone you should use password and other security settings.
- Do not give your phone number or email address to anybody.
- Before buying an app, examine previously what services it will have access to (e.g. social site or positioning programme).
- Switching on and off the positioning system is enabled.
- Public networks (Wi-Fi hotspots) are insecure; they may pose risk to your personal data.
- In the event of online purchase check out the money transfer separately.
- You should keep away from answering suspicious calls (voice calls, sms etc.) you had better not react; block the doubtful sources!
- Always ask for permission from the data subject before taking a photo or video recording.
- Avoid posting of images/videos of others without prior consent.

AND THE MOST IMPORTANT:
Do not do anything to anybody you also wish to evade, however, if you were to get in trouble be sure you are not the only one coping with this setback and ask for help without delay!